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Abstract

We provide a thought experiment in advanced molecular engineering leading to the construction of a molecular robot acting as a DNA-based closed-loop device for the management of diabetes mellitus. The key components of this robot are nucleic acid enzymes regulated allosterically by glucose. In the presence of glucose above a threshold level the robot moves, releasing insulin from a lawn covered with insulin, but stops in its tracks whenever glucose decreases to a level below threshold; thus, the robot could provide an insulin release response to spikes in glucose concentration in real time.


Deoxyribonucleic acid molecules are best known for their central biological role as carriers of genetic information, yet they have a rich alternative life in the field of molecular engineering. Here DNA can self-assemble into complex two (2D)- and three-dimensional (3D) patterned structures, can autonomously compute through self-assembly, can play games with perfect strategy, or can be used in the construction of primitive remote-controlled molecular robotic components. The question that now arises with these modern advances in DNA manipulation is: could any of these discoveries lead to therapeutic applications or are they destined to remain just scientific oddities, albeit impressive ones? This commentary starts as a thought experiment in advanced molecular engineering, developing further into a proposal for a stepwise approach to the construction of DNA-based closed-loop devices of increasing complexity for the management of diabetes mellitus. Such devices would either act in stand-alone fashion or provide support for other therapies.
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Let us start by picturing a “robot” of molecular-scale dimensions (Figure 1). The robot resides in the human body on the surface of a biocompatible matrix (e.g., 2D surface of a bead or 3D gel) coated with a lawn of insulin. Instead of nuts and bolts, this robot consists of molecular sensors for glucose and insulin and a catalyst for releasing insulin. On sensing glucose above a threshold level the molecular robot is triggered to start a relentless roll over the lawn, releasing the insulin from the surface as it progresses. Because the robot senses glucose in real time, it can stop in its tracks whenever glucose decreases to a level below threshold, thereby suspending the release of insulin until glucose levels rise again. The insulin sensor of the robot helps it reposition in areas with unreleased insulin, while it is in an inactive phase (i.e., glucose levels below threshold); thus, the robot could provide an insulin release response to many spikes in glucose concentration. The most immediate (and quite reasonable) reaction to this proposal is that such a molecular device might be better discussed in the context of a science fiction novel, even at the level of a test-tube demonstration. Simply put, molecular behavior of this complexity, using unnatural components, has not been demonstrated before.

We now argue that a thoughtful combination of already demonstrated molecular behaviors can lead to the eventual construction of a similar molecular device, with the development of less complex, but still potentially useful, devices as the intermediate steps. Let us now discuss the basic components that a molecular system for diabetes management would require and how these components can be combined into functional devices, culminating in a full-blown molecular robot capable of controlling glucose levels by insulin release without the side effects of hyper- or hypoglycemia.

DNA-Based Molecular Sensors for Glucose

The first step in the construction of molecular devices for glucose-sensitive insulin release is the engineering of a glucose sensor into the device. For a DNA-based device, this means we first have to isolate a glucose-recognition region based on oligonucleotides (Figure 2). Many oligonucleotide-based recognition regions for small molecules, named aptamers, are known. These are isolated through a process of in vitro selection and amplification (also known as SELEX). In a multistep process, which starts from a large library of some $10^{14}$ members of random oligonucleotide sequences, one can select (through repeated polymerase chain reaction amplifications) the members of the library that bind with great specificity to an affinity material displaying the targeted molecule. The diagnostic potential of aptamers in the context of managing diabetes has been discussed elsewhere.

While no aptamers to glucose have been reported as of now, binding motifs to several sugars, including cellobiose (a glucose dimer) and glucose-6-phosphate are known. Despite the small size of glucose and the lack of any charged or hydrophobic groups, there is no reason why an oligonucleotide fold binding glucose could not be isolated under carefully chosen selection conditions. For example, proteins bind glucose with micromolar dissociation constants and all glucose-binding protein functionalities are also naturally available to nucleic acids. Alternatively, it would be relatively easy to engraft bisboronic acid functionalities, which show natural preference for complexing glucose, onto oligonucleotide folds, prior to the selection process.

Figure 1. A schematic representation of a molecular “robot” that continuously releases insulin (I) when the level of glucose is high. The robot consists of a glucose sensor, insulin sensor, and catalysts releasing insulin.

Figure 2. A schematic representation of a hypothetical aptamer binding glucose. Free aptamer has a poorly defined binding site, which forms a tightly organized structure in the presence of glucose (i.e., adaptive binding).
In order to be useful, the DNA-based recognition regions for glucose should be sensitive to glucose in the low millimolar range, preferably with a response threshold just above fasting glucose levels. These requirements are well within the reach of DNA-based sensors. For example, with a micromolar sensor as a starting point, it is easy to introduce point mutations and obtain desired millimolar binders. Furthermore, two aptameric-binding pockets can be combined into a single aptamer with multiple, connected binding sites, with a potential for cooperative binding, and a more threshold-like response.

**Glucose-Triggered Catalytic Release of Insulin**

Once we have glucose-binding recognition regions, our next task is to integrate it into a catalytic system for the release of insulin (Figure 3). This article does not mention numerous options of using noncatalytic molecular systems (e.g., two-state switches binding exclusively either insulin or glucose); such a system might be effective in releasing insulin, but is unlikely to be very effective over extended lengths of time.

Aptameric recognition regions can be used to regulate activities of nucleic acid enzymes (called ribozymes if made of RNA or deoxyribozymes if they are DNA analogues) by using some of the already published approaches. Advantages of nucleic acid enzymes go beyond their ability to interface with aptamers; as shown later, they have strong residual binding to products (which is usually considered a drawback for turnover, but in our case will be helpful to ensure processivity), and their kinetic and binding properties can be optimized easily. This can eventually lead to emulating complex multiphase insulin release exhibited by the natural system.

As it stands now, most nucleic acid enzymes cleave other oligonucleotides; therefore, the fastest way to adapt insulin to being released by deoxyribozymes is to attach insulin to a bead or matrix using a deoxyribozyme substrate as a tether. For example, the LysB29 of insulin is a possible point of attachment for a polyethylene glycol linker that does not perturb biological activity and, in fact, actually increases the stability of the preparations; thus, it could be used for conjugation of an oligonucleotide tether as well. The simplest molecular device that can take advantage of such a conjugate is a bead coated with a glucose-sensitive enzyme surrounded with insulin-substrate conjugates. Upon sensing glucose the enzyme will cleave some of the proximal substrates. In principle, such beads could be used for more than one increase in glucose concentrations, as long as we accept that the response to the second challenge will be slower and that glucose concentrations will reach higher values.

Oligonucleotide–insulin conjugates are unlikely to be any more immunogenic than synthetic insulin or to have any toxicity (save for some idiosyncratic reason, which could be avoided by changing the oligonucleotide conjugated to insulin). The drawback of such devices is an increased price, at least initially, while improved synthetic schemes are developed.

**Moving Molecular Devices**

We have discussed an approach that allows us to release insulin in a glucose-dependent manner using catalytic cleavage dependent on glucose. However, are there any known physical phenomena that could be used to construct a moving molecular “robot” from our catalytic parts, as described in the introduction? As a reminder, we stress that the robot has to reposition itself in areas that are rich with unreleased insulin in order to be equally effective after each glucose spike. As a starting point, we can picture an enzyme that processively grazes substrates tethered to a bead, behaving as a self-avoiding random walker (i.e., it avoids already visited areas), and that is always moving in the direction of new substrates. There are several problems with such an enzyme, for example, how to achieve any prolonged processivity (i.e., migration toward new substrates without leaving the matrix) and how to stop an enzyme from diffusing away from the matrix, upon grazing itself into a space without substrates, or becoming inactive in a low glucose environment. We
now propose to solve these problems by attaching multiple nucleic acid enzymes sensitive to glucose as “legs” to an inert body in a design we have named “spider” molecules\(^\text{18}\) (Figure 4).

Let us consider what happens if a spider molecule, containing several catalytic “legs” sensitive to glucose, attaches to a matrix displaying substrates with insulin attached (Figure 5). With properly adjusted parameters, such as leg span, intersubstrate distance, and various catalytic constants, individual legs will start to randomly cleave substrates upon addition of glucose. Upon cleavage, individual legs will dissociate from complexes with products (releasing product conjugated to insulin into solution) and associate with new substrates, displaying a net migration in the direction of new substrates. The processivity can be increased by adjusting binding parameters to substrates and products, as well as the number of legs. Importantly, if captured in an area covered with only matrix-bound products, the spider molecule will not immediately leave the matrix. The spider will proceed with the process of dissociation and association of individual legs from the matrix until it migrates to new substrate-covered areas, wherein binding of the spider to the matrix is the strongest.

We have demonstrated the behavior of the first molecular spiders with two to six deoxyribozyme legs, sensitive to the presence of Zn\(^{2+}\) ions, and releasing oligonucleotide products from a dextran matrix.\(^\text{18}\) Figure 6 shows the time-dependent release of oligonucleotide products from the surface using spider molecules to carry out the release. The rate of release is almost the same, regardless whether spiders cleave 10, 40, or 60% of the substrates available to them in the matrix. This is indicative of spiders migrating into new substrate-rich areas. Furthermore, the release of products by spiders can be fully stopped and restarted by the removal and addition of necessary cofactors (this process can be demonstrated easily with Zn\(^{2+}/\text{EDTA}\) switching, but, in principle, oscillations in glucose concentration can do the same). The cumulative binding, as a result of its multiple numbers of legs, keeps the spider
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**Figure 4.** A schematic representation of a four-legged spider molecule that continuously releases insulin when the glucose level is high. The spider consists of glucose-sensitive nucleic acid catalysts as legs, connected to an inert body. Catalytic legs can release insulin by cleaving from the surface insulin–oligonucleotide conjugates.
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**Figure 5.** A schematic representation of a spider bound to a matrix (surface) covered with insulin–oligonucleotide conjugates (black ellipses). The spider is bound to the surface tightly through multivalent Watson–Crick-based pairing. Upon sensing glucose, legs become activated and the spider moves over the surface, releasing insulin (turning black ellipses into gray). Released insulin diminishes glucose concentration, slowing down the spider in a feedback loop.
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**Figure 6.** Spider with Zn\(^{2+}\)-sensitive legs releasing oligonucleotide products from the three-dimensional dextran matrix (results obtained by surface plasmon resonance). Deposited at a ratio of 1:3800 to substrates, spiders release products with an almost constant rate until 70% of substrates are cleaved. With substrates attached to the matrix, this observation supports spider migration toward new substrates. Processivity (substrate cleavage without leaving the matrix) was estimated independently at approximately 800 substrates per spider. Cleavage can be stopped and restarted by switching between Zn\(^{2+}\) and EDTA solutions.
bound to the matrix, with or without movement, albeit the spider will always move to areas with substrates. We can also predict that with an increased number of glucose-sensitive legs, inactive legs will slow down the spiders, and this phenomenon can be used to engineer movement only above certain glucose concentrations. Mixed formulations of spiders with different glucose recognition regions (or completely without them) will offer opportunities to mimic complex natural release profiles.

There are numerous hurdles to the implementation of spiders in vivo, but they seem mostly practical (technological) in nature rather than being fundamental objections. For example, the stability of oligonucleotides in vivo is a great concern, but it can be addressed by constructing enantiomeric forms of deoxyribozymes, which are completely inert in biological fluids. The enantiomeric approach should also eliminate potential immunogenicity of spiders, although the possibility of various idiosyncratic toxic events can never be completely dismissed without actually doing experiments. It is hoped that after optimization of their stability, and properties of biodegradable matrices, spiders could be operational after intramuscular injection for periods of several weeks at a time.

Conclusions

The goal of our exercise in synthetic molecular robotics was to provide insight into a new approach that is becoming more accepted among basic scientists, but has not yet “spilled over” into the therapeutic arena. While we cannot guarantee that our approach will ever actually become fully implemented, as we certainly hope, we are convinced that similar studies will play an important role in improving the health of diabetes patients in years to come.
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